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Some Takes on the Meaning of Noise (Matthew Saville 2007). 
By D. Bruno Starrs. Copyright 2007. 
 
One popular research strategy of the post-structuralist interpretative paradigm of cultural studies is 
textual analysis, a methodology I would suggest is of great comfort to the contemporary film 
reviewer when confronted by those with differing opinions. This way of understanding the world 
acknowledges that a given text has no single, definitive meaning and that a wide variety of sense-
making practices are not only valid but perfectly acceptable, thus permitting an equally wide variety 
of readings. As Alan McKee states, “When we perform textual analysis on a text, we make an 
educated guess at some of the most likely interpretations that might be made of that text” (2003: 1) 
and none of these interpretations we – or others – make can be dismissed as “‘inaccurate’ or ‘false’” 
(18). Thus a film, book, or even something as seemingly irreducible as the single lexeme ‘noise’, 
can have two or more meanings, because, as Graeme Turner observes, “In film studies, and cultural 
studies generally, it is more customary to talk of ‘meanings’ than of Meaning” (2000: 144). Such 
attitudes have been built upon the deconstructionist thinking of writers such as Roland Barthes, who 
declared: “… all images are polysemic; they imply, underlying their signifiers, a ‘floating chain’ of 
signifieds, the reader able to choose some and ignore others” (1977: 39). In Matthew Saville’s latest 
film (his other work includes the award-winning 50 minute ‘short’ film, Roy Hollsdotter Live 
(2003) and the biopic of Graham Kennedy, The King (2007)), the title of the work is polysemic: the 
word ‘noise’ has zeugmatic potential in the film Noise (2007). It can be understood as referring to 
the endogenous plot-driving tinnitus suffered by the film’s protagonist, Graham McGahan, a police 
constable with exceptional ambivalence about his mundane career, brilliantly acted by triple threat 
Brendan Cowell (he writes theatre and TV, directs ‘pushes’ for Wharf2Loud under the auspices of 
the Sydney Theatre Company and is an accomplished thespian in all mediums). It can also be 
understood as an example itself of the exogenous interference of mass media that complicates 
contemporary urban living for all of us. In the aftermath of a savage murder spree on a suburban 
Melbourne train by an apparently never-to-be found maniac, McGahan battles two noises: one 
internal and sonic, the other external and less easy to characterise.  
 
A Meaning. 
The sufferers of idiopathic tinnitus experience aural manifestations ranging from a dull ringing to a 
deafening roar and the affliction’s causes may be as readily treatable as a buildup of wax in the ears 
or as life-threatening as a tumour pressing against the auditory nerve. Because of its invisible 
symptoms, victims often have difficulty convincing others of its incapacitating nature: McGahan’s 
superior confuses it with tinea in his casual dismissal of his subordinate’s worker’s compensation 
claim. “You’re an idiot if you think that’s going to change my roster,” he tells McGahan, as he 
assigns him to “light duties” over Christmas – a fortnight of night shifts in a police caravan at a 
non-descript shopping centre where another, possibly related murder has occurred. Few locals 
proffer the desired information and most of the time McGahan just sits there listening to the ringing 
in his ears. The deranged antagonist in Noise also seems to suffer from endogenous noise and 
although only seen at the end of his criminal rampage, Saville almost permits sympathetic 
subjectification from the audience, as the murderer is shown seemingly battling with the voices in 
his head - presumably the same voices that have told him to haphazardly kill. Saville portrays him 
as no heartless automaton or passion-crazed egoist. Rather, he is a very ordinary, troubled 
individual and when he squeezes his skull between his hands in a futile attempt to drive out the 
noise, some of us may even relate to this tormented man, despite his horrendous acts. Like 
McGahan with his tinnitus, medical science can only do so much to alleviate his suffering. He exits 
the train, unseen, his fate unknown, his crimes unpunished, his condition untreated. Perhaps, the 
distress caused by this noise in the head will go away if, as McGahan does, one turns up all the 
other producers of electronic white noise to maximum volume and they begin to cancel each other 
out? Or perhaps, in abject desperation, one concludes the distress will go away if random acts of 
murder are committed onboard a Connex train? Noise is about noise, endogenous and life-
threatening. But that’s just one take on this film. 
 
Another Meaning. 
The constant drone of mass media is an unwelcome by-product of contemporary urban society, 
increasing as population density increases, constantly enveloping us and threatening to drown us. 
And perhaps the noise of its title is a metaphor for the extra-textual role of Saville’s film in this 
morass of manipulative media. Marshall McLuhan declared, “All media work us over completely. 
They are so persuasive in their personal, political, economic, aesthetic, psychological, moral, ethical 
and social consequences that they leave no part of us untouched, unaffected, unaltered. The medium 
is the massage.” (1967: 26). With its subversion of genre expectations and an annoyingly 
unresolved ending, we exit the cinema after seeing Noise feeling dissatisfied, un-reassured and 
distracted: it is a massage without a happy ending. The film’s self-deprecating title indicates, on one 
level, that it is just another media noise we have to push aside as we endeavour to get on with life. 
Noise is a film that is noise, exogenous and annoying. If hell is other people, then hell is right here, 
right now, as personified by Saville’s writing of the character of “Lucky Phil” (Simon Laherty), a 
seemingly harmless young man with a minor mental impairment who likes to swipe props (such as 
McGahan’s police cap) to photograph his dog wearing. McGahan tries to be patient with Lucky Phil 
but the challenge to stay civil and politically correct is considerable. Like a red herring, his time-
wasting presence serves only to distract the protagonist from his objectives, with his role in the 
film’s diegesis being little more than that of an irritant in a sea of irritating people. Lucky Phil’s 
medium of choice is the polaroid photo, which sends an unwelcome parodic message regarding 
McGahan and his vocation with its depiction of a boxer slobbering beneath the stolen police cap. 
The hindrance of others and the messages they send is the sort of non-aural noise Saville refers to 
with this film and like the crowds that jostle us on the city footpath, this film serves to remind us of 
the peace to be found in solitude, far from the maddening crowd, a truism the murderer on the train 
in Noise has apparently not learnt. But that’s just another take on this film. 
 
And Other Meanings. 
Another educated reading of the film was enjoyed Luke Buckmaster, who took the film’s title as an 
indication he should examine the contribution from sound designer, Emma Bortignon, and 
composer, Bryony Marks. He explains how the “… brooding and constantly shifting score dances 
beneath an accentuated series of aural pinpoints, niggling the senses like the first rising vibes of a 
nightmare hallucinogen” and somewhat cynically concludes that this atmospheric sound-scape is 
the deliberate response to the subjectiveness of tinnitus: “Noise builds a disquieting sense of realism 
and finds in its protagonist’s ailment a justification to toy with the surfaces of sound” (In Film 
Australia 2007). Certainly, writer/director Saville is interested in the use of sound. When 
interviewed about Roy Hollsdotter Live (2003), he said, “A lot of people walk away from films 
saying, ‘Gee, it looked beautiful’, when actually what they mean is it sounded beautiful. Sound 
works on a subconscious level and changes the way you look at things” (Sellars 2003). In interview 
with Margaret Pomeranz, Saville states, “… you can play with [sound] spatially in a way that you 
can’t with vision, because you’re trapped on that plane at the front of the room, but you can fill the 
air with this stuff … [An audience] can perceive of a picture far, far differently depending on what 
sonic architecture you apply to it.” (At the Movies 2007). For a director so convinced of the 
emotional role of sound, the suggestion that through the device of tinnitus he has simply invented a 
reason to play around with sound seems unlikely. But I can understand how Buckmaster may have 
arrived at this take on the film. 
 
Would Saville himself appreciate the veiled criticism of Buckmaster’s comment? One result of 
using a cultural studies paradigm of film interpretation is the knowledge that even the author of the 
film, be it the director, writer or producer, lacks the definitive reading of the text. Such an approach 
sits well with auteurism, however, since as Peter Wollen stated, there is a belief that a film-maker 
may unintentionally leave his or her signature on a filmic body of work and “that an unconscious, 
unintended meaning can be decoded in the film” (1972: 167-8). My singular readings of a film may, 
in fact, be the same as those unconsciously inscribed by the auteur. But textual analysis still differs 
from auteur analysis in its understanding of the source of meanings, as Turner explains: “In general, 
these textual approaches are responding to a set of conclusions about the specific characteristics of 
the film text(s); then, operating on the assumption of the culture’s ‘authorship’ of the text, they 
trace the myths or ideologies of the films back to their sources within the culture.” (Turner 153) Of 
course, the film-maker is not separate from his or her own culture and the possibility that he or she 
is an unconscious source of meaning in a film remains commensurate with Turner’s understanding 
of the source(s) of “meaning”, rather than “Meaning”, as he has explained in this article’s first quote 
from him. Nevertheless, director Matt Saville has stated his conscious intention to impose what 
could be described as an auteurial signature on his film, through the symbolic metaphor. The last 
scene, in which McGahan is injured – possibly fatally, the film is frustratingly evasive in its 
absence of resolution – is apparently replete with imagery and in interview with Andrew Urban, 
Saville states that he was: “playing with metaphors by the truckload in this film ... like the beam of 
light shining down from the helicopter at the end ... like the crying baby signifying rebirth ... like 
the old man’s face looking down at Graham signifying the face of God ... I just went ballistic with 
them” (Urban 2007). Is the film nothing less than a Christian pamphlet? Or has this reading been 
interpreted after the fact by a devious auteur? As surprising to me as this revelation from the film’s 
author is, for such a theological reading to have initially evaded me is no great concern, for, upon 
return to Alan McKee’s definition of textual analysis, we recall the use of the descriptor “educated” 
regarding our guess at the meaning of a film. Perhaps I am simply not as fast a reader of visual 
meaning as I am of the English language, especially when it is privileged as dialogue: McGahan’s 
pithy explanation of heaven and hell being: “… whatever you’re thinking then in those milli or 
nano seconds between your body dying and your brain dying. That’s the eternity everyone’s talking 
about”, in glaring contrast to Saville’s take on the film, lent a clear meaning of the film as an atheist 
project to me. That I was initially unable to read Noise in the same way Saville or Buckmaster did is 
not a failing, for as McKee reminds us all, no reading can be declared wrong. Neither of we three 
can lord our own take, like some gloating cultural chauvinist, over that of the others. 
 
Regardless, however, of the fascinating insights these alternative understandings of Noise might 
deliver, my first guess, ‘uneducated’ as it was by the readings of others, remains no more nor less 
valid than the reading I might make upon, say, the 100th viewing of the film or, indeed, upon 
reception of the 100th reviewer’s unique critique of the film. One can only imagine how varied and 
matchless the readings of the audience members were, given the unmistakable – and foreign – 
Australian milieu of the film, when it screened in the world cinema section at Robert Redford’s 
Sundance Film Festival in Utah in January. Each individual receiver of Saville’s film could wander 
about, asking others variations of the question, “Can you hear that?”, as McGahan’s tinnitus leads 
him to, but the confirmation that others share the same reception would be no guarantee of the 
accuracy of one’s own position. Rather, a unanimous reception might indicate the simplicity of the 
text. For what is only hinted at by McKee’s explanation of the methodology of textual analysis is 
the axiom that the more varied the guesses at a text’s meaning, be they educated or otherwise, the 
richer that text must therefore be. From this position a reviewer operating under the interpretative 
paradigm of post-structuralist cultural studies can confidently declare this particular film, with its 
myriad of meanings, to be a thoroughly rewarding text and that there is much to be taken from the 
readings of others who see and hear Noise. 
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